I too am halfway through and longing for a much better second half. I agree that I have experienced no redeeming characters. When I'm finished I feel the thing I'll manage to say is that I read it. I will finish it however.

Even if there have been minor references that are mentioned below they certainly wouldn't be viewed spoilers. You're free to learn this one.

Hola Juanps, gracias por interesarte por el libro. Ya no está en la Casa del Libro. Ahora lo puedes encontrar en amazon. La actual edición es la que tiene un barco en la portada. Busca en amazon por mi nombre o por el título. En cuanto a lo del atogrago, si quieres, pásate el sábado 21 de abril por la feria del libro de Latina, en el intercambiador de Aluche. Me pidrás ver pir allí pirque me han invitado a dar una charla a las 19:15. Muchas gracias!!!

I suggest waiting before letting them read this book. It's some content more suited for 13+, at the youngest 12 years. It is a romance novel categorized in Young Adult. Your students should wait a couple of years before reading it.
Do you think there is a chance that 'The Harder You Fall' will actually be published in 2015?

Is this the actual cover?

I absolutely stay away from historical novels but this novel has my attention! What a clever way to bring history and the undead together. I see a POC on the cover (YAY!) but will the story take into consideration racial tensions during that time? Or will it ignore the main character being a POC?

Is this the book for The Imitation Game because the end of the movie it says that the movie is based off of this book? not sure l will be about on the 20th, so I hope you don't mind me asking the question earlier. I really enjoyed the Soulless visual novel however it ended too abruptly that I've ended up buying the actual written series. My question is will the visual novel ever been continued? As it really left off in a bad place for me and definitely had more potential as I would definitely buy more of the visual novel...

Would I be off base, in dissecting the text like Merry dissected the video, if I looked at a moment of grammatical variance in chapter 19 and wondered if the author intended a kind of meta effect, similar to that of, say, a jump cut?

Hi! I loved Fire and Flood, and Salt and Stone so much!! They were brilliant and I know you are tired of getting asked this but, if the publisher doesn't buy a third title can you independently publish one?

How do you keep up with your writing? You have multiple series going on and yet you still get new books out for all them I fail to even get a single one alone multiple &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;

How many books do you think it will take to disassemble Club 10?

I have this book, I actually started reading it but I didn't really like the beginning so I dropped because I had a lot of books to read at the time...

Do you think "Monster" is appropriate for children to read, with all its violent and sexual contents? What age group do you think can read this book? Why?

I am having a serious problem reading this book. It captured me right away, I am really enjoying it. However, the grammatical errors and typos are just this bother anyone else? They are all over the place. What ever happened to Editors?
PORTFOLIO VERBUNG ALS TECHNIK DES IMPRESSIONS MANAGEMENT EINE UNTERSUCHUNG ZUR GEWENEBEN STRUKTUR VON DACHMARKE UND PRODUKTMARKEN IN KOMPLEXEN MARKENARCHITEKTUREN